
Beyond the cycle path: designing for a future of mixed mobility 
devices

It is widely recognised that the construction of segregated bike path networks in urban areas results in 
much higher levels of cycling than would otherwise be the case, with the level of separation from 
motor traffic typically being based on the speed, direction, and volume of traffic on the road1. The 
primary reasons typically cited for this increase in cycling that occurs with bike infrastructure provision 
are increased levels of both perceived and actual safety, improved directness, and better surface 
quality, among others.

Bicycle infrastructure and mobility aid users

During a study tour of Dutch bicycle infrastructure, I noted the large number of mobility scooters that 
could be seen about town, with almost all making use of cycle paths to get about. This led to my 
master’s dissertation, which involved the distribution of questionnaires in the UK, Netherlands, and 
Canada, to ascertain what mobility benefits bicycle infrastructure offered users of mobility scooters and 
power wheelchairs (known as personal mobility aids, or PMAs). The findings were unequivocal: the 
majority of PMA users reported a clear preference for using bike paths over footways whenever they 
were available2. The reasons for their use were similar to the reasons for cyclists generally preferring 
cycle paths: smooth surfaces, free of pedestrians and fixed obstructions, and a greater feeling of safety.

PMA users in the UK and Netherlands cited various barriers to their mobility on a typical trip to the local shops 
or park (see table). The reported lack of barriers in the Netherlands shows that while they enjoy better quality 
footways, they also rarely need to use them. 

• Over 60% of the Dutch PMA users utilised bicycle infrastructure for the majority of their journeys, whilst less 
than 20% rarely or never used it.

• Dutch PMA users found it much easier than those in the UK to reach one’s local shop or park using only their 
device, demonstrating freedom from dependence upon the car or public transport. 

• The average top speed of mobility scooters owned by Dutch respondents was a bicycle-like 9.8mph, far 
above the 4 to 8 mph that UK devices are limited to, and something only enabled by the availability of bike 
paths.

• It was concluded that bicycle infrastructure really did provide greatly increased mobility for PMA users.  

The rise of autonomous little vehicles

While logistics use of bicycle infrastructure already occurs in the form of cargo bikes and trikes, the pursuit of 
automated technology to lower labour costs has led to the development of small automated delivery vehicles, 
known as personal delivery devices (PDDs). These are able to carry small payloads at pedestrian-like speeds for a 
distance of up to two or three miles, utilising footways to get about. There are around ten companies testing 
these cargo robots9, the largest of which is Starship, whose PDD weighs 20kg, has a payload of 10kg, and travels 
4mph. To date, Starship have tested in over 100 cities, covering over 100,000km, and encountering over 12 
million people along the way10. 

However, there are issues with legislation: within the UK, the only mechanical devices allowed to use the 
footway are PMAs. Starship has been permitted to conduct trials in London and in Milton Keynes, having 
partnered with Just Eat and Hermes11. In the USA, legislation allowing the use of PDDs has already been passed 
in at least 7 states. There remains a question though over how they will be treated in law in terms of liability, 
speed, and weight restrictions12. 

Perhaps the greater concern though is that of their infrastructure use. To date, the PDDs being tested are 
exclusively using footways. A City Council report for Concord, California states that PDD use will eliminate many 
delivery van trips and therefore reduce congestion13. However, considering that some footways are already 
frequently overcrowded with pedestrians, transferring hundreds of van trips to the footpath seems 
problematic, especially when some of the vehicles are about the size of a mobility scooter, such as with Marble’s 
delivery robot.

Accommodating the explosion in shared personal mobility devices

In the USA, there has been a sudden and rapid rise in the use of shared mobility devices: not only bikeshare schemes, but also shared dockless kick 
scooters. California seems to be the epicentre for these scooters, with operators including Jump (Uber), Lyft, Lime, Bird, and Skip, who have raised 
hundreds of millions of dollars of venture capital between them3. Furthermore, most of these kick scooters are electric-assisted, such as the model 
used by Lime, which has a top speed of 15mph and a range of over 20 miles. 

However, the increase in the number of these devices has led to problems such as obstruction of the footway with parked devices, as well as 
reports of people riding them on the footway, which is illegal in California; scooters are meant to only be ridden on roads or cycle ways4,5. As a 
consequence, Beverly Hills and Manhattan Beach have scrambled to implement total bans on dockless shared mobility devices, while Santa Monica 
and San Francisco have decided to limit use to certain operators under a temporary monitored scheme6,7,8,3. 

Evidently, given the speed of these scooters (and other similar powered mobility devices), bicycle infrastructure offers an optimal solution for their 
use, due to the smoothness, lack of potholes, and the similarity of their speed with bicycles.
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Barrier UK Netherlands
Poor quality footways 89% 39%

Insuff./poorly placed dropped kerbs 75% 43%

Distance too great 69% 51%

Footway too narrow 60% 18%

Cars parking on footway 56% 37%

Footway obstructed (signs, bins, etc) 44% 32%

Would have to ride on road (intimidating) 42% 23%

Footpath is too crowded with people 27% 12%

Fear of footway cyclists 15% 9%

Fear of collision using cycle infrastructure 10% 9%

Conclusion

The ever-increasing number and variety of PMAs, shared mobility devices, 
and PDDs is rapidly outgrowing the way we think of urban infrastructure. 
These little vehicles are diverse in terms of size, weight, speed, and uses 
that vary from enabling those with mobility impairments to move about 
freely, to leisure, last-mile commuting, and now autonomous logistics. The 
benefits of cycle paths could be far greater than presently acknowledged. 

While design standards may need to be adapted to cater for these vehicles, 
these paths could accommodate more of the smaller, sustainable urban 
transport of tomorrow. I suggest that we no longer call them “bike paths”, 
but instead consider them the “mixed mobility paths” of the future.
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